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The Power of Vision, being led By GOD as HIS Son a Mega Advantage
to Fulfillment in life. (Habakkuk 2:1-3, Isaiah 45:3, 30:21, Jeremiah, 1:5,
Romans 8:14.).
This year, I enjoy Governmental Grace and Exceeding Fruitfulness. I
am Strategically positioned to hear GOD; I understand divine signals
from THE LORD and I enjoy Grace to follow them. There is a blueprint
of GOD for my life.
I walk and work with GOD the maker of this blueprint, the Master
builder, therefore; I do not build in vain. I have Clarity of vision, I do not
go on detours in life, I run with precision and accuracy the race that is
set before me in my journey towards destiny fulfillment.
As a Son of GOD, I enjoy the leading of my FATHER, I am constantly in
HIS company and I promptly obey HIS instructions; So I am
strategically positioned in this life for great success in securing good
partners and great means for the perfect execution of my goals,
objectives, visions and aspirations in this life. GOD breathed ideas are
mine; my ears are hearing ears and my eyes are seeing eyes, so I hear
the joyful sound only; I see possibilities where others see
impossibilities.
The LORD has gone ahead of me to make all the crooked ways
straight; so I enjoy favour with men and women, old and young, rich
and poor, great and small. I enjoy the easy accomplishment of difficult
tasks in Jesus Name.

My home is GOD’s haven, my children are taught of the LORD so we
enjoy great peace, our sons are as plants grown up in their youth and
our daughters are as cornerstones, polished in the similitude of a
palace. We shine as lights in this world- a leading example of a Godly
home in Jesus Name. (Proverbs 20:12, Numbers 13:17,33, 14:9, Isaiah
54:13, Psalms 144:12, Matthew 5:16)
Our Nation Nigeria stands strong as a force to be reckoned with in the
comity of Nations, we enjoy Visionary Leadership in all spheres of our
Government. As a Nation favoured and Sanctified unto our GOD, our
dwelling place is Peaceful. We declare the sovereignty of GOD over
Nigeria and declare Nigeria is the LORD’s in Jesus Name! [2 Chr 7:16,
Psalm 24;1, Isaiah 32:18).
At The HarvestHouse Nation, we are Graced Visioneers, birthing Great
inventions and Godly ideas to Reign and Rule our World for HIS Glory.
We enjoy the effectual working of GOD’s Spirit as we shine as HIS
Lights to the Nations of the Earth, spreading the fragrance of HIS
Grace to the ends of the world in Jesus Name, Amen! (Deuteronomy
28:1, Matthew 5:16, Ephesians 3:7)

